Abstract: The extended Fisher Kolmogorov equation, u t = ? u xxxx + u xx +u?u 3 , > 0, models a binary system near the Lifshitz critical point and is known to exhibit a stationary heteroclinic solution joining the equilibria 1. For the classical case, = 0, the heteroclinic is u(x) = tanh(x= p 2) and is unique up to the obvious symmetries. We prove the conjecture that the uniqueness persists all the way to = 1=8, where the on-set of spatial chaos associated with the loss of monotonicity of the stationary wave is known to occur. Our methods are non-perturbative and employ a global cross-section to the Hamiltonian ow of the stationary fourth order equation on the energy level of 1. We also prove uniform a priori bounds on all bounded stationary solutions, valid for any > 0.
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Introduction
The Extended Fisher-Kolmogorov (EFK) equation u t = ? u xxxx + u xx + u ? u 3 ; x; u 2 R; = constant > 0;
arises as the mezoscopic model of a phase transition in a binary system near the Lifshitz point 8] (also see 18] ) and is frequently used as a model system for the study of pattern formation from an unstable spatially homogeneous state (see 4, 3] ). The equation entered mathematical literature through a series of papers by Peletier and Troy. There is however a host of other related research, and the reader may consult the introduction in 9] for a broader perspective.
The case = 0 corresponds to the classical Fisher-Kolmogorov equation and yields to a rather complete analysis 1, 7] . For > 0, a di culty already arises with classi cation of the equilibrium solutions determined by an ordinary di erential equation (3) Our main result is the following theorem about uniqueness. Theorem 1 For < 1=8, up to the symmetry u( ) 7 ! ?u( ) and translations u( ) 7 ! u( + ) along the x-axis, 2 R, there is a unique non-constant Without the ambition of providing a comprehensive introduction to the EFK equation, let us mention that the range of in the theorem is optimal:
for every > 1=8 there is a bewildering abundance of bounded solutions to (1); they exhibit localized, periodic, and chaotic patterns 14, 13, 10, 9] . The reason for qualitative change at = 1=8 is a bifurcation of both equilibria 1 from saddle-nodes to saddle-foci, upon which the tails at 1 of the unique minimizer transform from monotonic to oscillatory. This allows for combining many translated copies of the minimizer into complicated patterns. Our theorem con rms the above scenario for the on-set of the spatial chaos in the EFK equation (tuned with the parameter ).
Perhaps even more then the result we should emphasize its proof as it develops a convenient framework to study (1) with more general nonlinearities F (satisfying merely lim inf juj!1 F 0 (u)=juj 1+ > 0). Besides the Hamiltonian nature of the equation, the central role is played by a global two-dimensional Poincar e cross section to the ow of (1) on the level set of H. The section is simply taken at u x = 0, and the return map is represented by a two dimensional map de ned on a (u; E)-plane 3 with f(u; E) : F(u) Hg removed. The map is area preserving and smooth with an exception of only two singular lines that get mapped to f(u; E) : F(u) = Hg | see Section 3 for details. The approach is a natural extension of that of Peletier and Troy, whose shooting method corresponds to looking at the restriction of the return map to the one-dimensional space of odd solutions (those satisfying u xx (0) = 0).
The proof of the theorem, carried out in Section 4, essentially amounts to establishing three facts holding exactly for the range < 1=8. First, no two consecutive iterates of a point under the return map are contained in the interior of the strip bounded by u = 1 | which limits possible bounded solutions to monotonic heteroclinics between 1 (see Proposition 3). Second, also in the strip bounded by u = 1, the cross-section map has a twist property | which implies that there is a unique monotonic heteroclinic (see Proposition 2) . Third, all the points outside the strip are helplessly iterated out towards in nity | which eliminates the possibility of bounded solutions with juj exceeding one (see Proposition 4).
The proof of the three mechanisms above hinges on identi cation of a domain within which an appropriate time-change of the ow is order-preserving. This is exactly for < 1=8 that this domain is essentially invariant (see Fact 1 in Section 2).
We certainly hope that the two-dimensional dynamics of the return map will play further role in elucidating the solutions to the equilibrium EFK equation (1) also for > 1=8.
To nish, we mention an a priori C 0 -bound (Theorem 4) for all bounded solutions of (1), which is included in the appendix.
Hamiltonian preliminaries
If we cast u and v := u x as con guration variables, from the variation of J, 
which could be treated as a positive functional on the curves (u( ); v( )) in the con guration space R 2 with a constraint u x = v. The somewhat awkward constraint decouples if u can be taken as an independent variable; and then J can be looked upon as action of a (non-autonomous) mechanical system with one degree of freedom (see (6) from (6); therefore,
where for the last inequality we use < 1=8 to secure Thus once on the upper boundary at some u 0 , the solution must leave S(u) and a subsequent return to S(u) is impossible by (7) . The situation at the lower boundary is analogous under time reversion, u 7 ! ?u. The following lemma brings more meaning to the de nition.
Lemma 1 (i) Any (maximal) solution u( ) of the initial value problem to (4) with H = 0 either has a critical point at some nite x = x c or it is monotonic and asymptotic to a constant, i.e. lim x!1 u(x) = u 1 2 R.
(ii) In the later case F 0 (u 1 ) = 0 (so u 1 = 1), and u( ) has a \critical point at x c = 1", i.e. lim x!1 v = 0. Also, lim x!1 p; E = 0.
A few remarks about T are in order. We de ned T using an increasing lap of u( ) (with p 0 = q 2 F(u 0 )). For decreasing laps (with p 0 = ?
we haveT that is conjugated to T via the symmetry R : (u; E) 7 ! (?u; ?E), i.e.T = R T R. Following solutions of (4) from one critical point to the next corresponds to iterating T R, of which T T is the second iterate.
Because any smooth bounded function | and so also a bounded solution to (1) | can be a priori decomposed into monotonic laps between its critical points, a reader interested only in the proof of Theorem 1 will notice that (i) of Lemma 1 could be circumvented.
Also note that the map T is smooth on \ T ?1 , where both (u 0 ; E 0 ) and (u 1 ; E 1 ) are in and x c is a nite transversal (u xx (x c ) 6 = 0) zero of u x .
Nevertheless, due to the possibility of critical in ection points in u( ), T is not globally continuous: for orbits hitting the set 0 n = f(u; E) : F(u) = 0g, T is unde ned. This happens for relatively few orbits and will be of no relevance to our considerations. Finally, it is expected that a cross-section to the Hamiltonian ow yields a measure preserving return map. After the proof of Lemma 1 below, we will digress and show that the measure preserved by T is simply the Lebesgue area du^dE.
Proof of Lemma 1. Let u : 0; a) ! R be a maximal solution. To x attention assume that u is initially increasing (otherwise consider ?u), and set x c := supfx : vj (0;x) > 0g. Clearly, x c is a nite critical point if x c < a.
We will show that otherwise we have a \critical point at x c = a = 1". A priori there are two possibilities of which the second will be eliminated. . The cross-section map from v = 0 to v = conserves the area du^dE, as the symplectic form of (10) .
For the second cross-section from v = back to v = (with p changing sign), we use u as an independent coordinate. The ow of (6), being Hamiltonian, preserves the volume du^dv^dp. Also, the manifold v = is of co-dimension one in H = 0, and it is transversal to the ow: the normal component is p=( ). Thus the cross-section map preserves the induced two In this way, if E 0 < 0 then uj (0;xc) is convex up (p > 0) which contradicts lim x!x ? c u x (x) = 0. The convexity clearly persists also for E 0 = 0, so there must actually be E 0 > 0. 2 4.3 Acceleration outside 1. For the stationary Fischer Kolmogorov equation ( = 0), the solutions not contained in the band juj < 1 must escape to in nity monotonically, which is no longer the case for the EFK equation (1) as we saw in the proof of Lemma 1. Nevertheless, we will uncover an \acceleration" mechanism largely responsible for destroying boundedness of solutions wandering outside juj < 1. One could say that the return map, R T, has a large basin of attraction to in nity containing at least f(u; E) : juj > 1g. Proposition 4 For < 1=8, any bounded solutions u : R ! R to (1) on H = 0 satis es ?1 < u < 1 or is constant, u = 1.
We notice, as it has already been done in 15], the following fact, which is actually a key feature of a broader class of elliptic PDE's | see Lemma 1 in 6] and the references there in. (ii) for < 1=8, x 3 is also an accelerated exit and jp(x 3 )j jp(x 0 )j + 1.
We will apply (ii) by bootstrapping it to get in nitely many accelerated exits with jpj increasing to in nity.
Parenthetically, the proof will actually show that that x 3 is the exit immediately following x 0 and that uj x 0 ;x 3 ] has exactly two monotonicity intervals and a unique in ection point in the rst one. The results are no longer restricted to < 1=8, and we will nd it more convenient to use the following rescaled version of (1) u xxxx ? u xx + F 0 (u) = 0; x 2 R; > 0: (13) We start with a simple Liouville type result which is actually a version of a more delicate and general theorem holding for elliptic fourth order PDE's (see 6] and the references there in). (14), which makes u a bounded quadratic, a constant. 2
The following are a priori bounds naturally expected due to the ellipticity of (13) . M > 0 such that any bounded u : R ! R solving the EFK equation (13) satis es kuk M.
Proof: We follow the method of 5]. Suppose that solutions u n : R ! R are such that a n := ku n k ! 1. Let n := a ?1=2 n , and translate u n 's so that u n (0) ku n k=2. The functions v n (s) := u n ( n s)=a n , i.e. u n (x) = a n v n ( ?1 n x), are of norm one, kv n k = 1, and they satisfy a n ?4 n v n 0000 ? a n ?2 n v 00 n + F 0 (a n v n ) = 0; v 0000 n ? From Theorem 2, kv 0 n k, kv 00 n k, kv 000 n k are bounded by K(kv n k+kF 0 n (v n )k) C.
From the equation, also kv 0000 n k and kv 00000 n k are universally bounded so that we can select a subsequence uniformly convergent with four derivatives to some v , which must then satisfy the limiting equation v 0000 + v 3 = 0:
From Theorem 2, v is constant, v = 0, which contradicts the fact that v (0) 1=2 as forced by the normalization of u n 's. 2
The proof can be generalized to F 0 (u) behaving as juj 1+ at u 1.
We nish with a technical lemma needed in the proof of (ii) in Lemma 1
in Section 3 to show that p, p x ! 0 whenever p < 0, u ! 1, and v ! 0, all for x ! 1. The lemma should be applied to p over x ? 1; Since the second inequality is already established, and so s 3h=2 + =2, we recover the rst inequality of the lemma 
